Writing Support

Writing Workshop I: Collaborative Writing: What You Need to Avoid an Epic Fail

Collaborative writing, whether in the form of a group-based class assignment or co-authored publication, is essential to scholarly success in most academic disciplines. Finishing a cohesive writing project with others while maintaining healthy relationships can be challenging. This workshop provides key tools to facilitate open communication, writing progress and idea cohesion in a group-based writing project. Facilitated by Vernetta K. Williams, Ph.D. | RSVP Not Required

Location: SOC 149 | Date & Time: Thursday, February 21st, 3:00 – 4:00pm

Tech Tip

Is groupwork stressing you out?

Team collaboration doesn’t need to be complicated. With Monday, tasks are color coded depending on status, allowing users on a project to hop in, add comments, and get a grip on tasks. Monday even offers a schedule that visually outlines who is busy at what times.

Self-Care

Looking to eat healthier?

Check out Foodstand. This community-based app offers a vibrant community for all health-conscious eaters and helps health-conscious food lovers stay up to date on food trends, recalls, better dietary practices, and events in the area.

Grad Parents

Sunday, January 27th was Holocaust Remembrance Day.

The Florida Holocaust Museum honors the memory of millions of innocent men, women and children who suffered or died in the Holocaust. The Museum is dedicated to teaching the members of all races and cultures the inherent worth and dignity of human life in order to prevent future genocides. Learn more about the museum here.

Location: The Florida Holocaust Museum, 55 Fifth Street South St. Petersburg, Florida 33701